Avoiding Common Maintenance Mistakes
Are you overlooking key areas?
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Fleets try to do a good job of keeping their trucks in top operating condition, and most recognize
that maintenance plays an important role in achieving that goal. Still there are some things that
get overlooked by even the most seasoned fleet manager.

Drivers need to be trained to distinguish when a fault code means the truck needs to be brought
in immediately and when it is okay to wait for the next scheduled maintenance
appointment.
No standards in place
Some maintenance managers try to eke out just a little more time between maintenance intervals.
According to Mark Meier, total care specialist for aftermarket powertrain and alternative fuels at
Smith Power Products, a member of the WheelTime national truck service network, it is
important to not only set standard intervals for component maintenance, but also stick to those
standards.
“Fleets are trying to utilize their equipment 24/7, so they may go a little too long on an oil
change or a brake job. When they do that, damage occurs and the repairs costs more money than
the maintenance would have,” he says.
Bob Merrill, operation analyst for W.W. Williams, another member of the WheelTime network
with locations in a dozen states, also sees fleets pushing off maintenance. “They find problems
and say, ‘We’ll get it the next time.’ But the next time comes and they push it off again.”
W.W. Williams works with customers to determine which issues will result in CSA violations
and repairs them first.
“We prioritize things and determine what needs to be fixed right away and what we need to fix
going forward so eventually everything is fixed,” Merrill says. “Then we get them on a
scheduled maintenance program to keep their vehicles operating safely and to avoid
breakdowns.”
Amerit Fleet Solutions, a provider of contract maintenance, works with a wide variety of fleet
accounts. Peter Souza, vice president of operations, says fleets have taken a one-size-fits-all
approach to maintenance. “They tend to look at all their equipment in the same light. But you
shouldn’t maintain a road tractor the same way you do a yard switcher.”
Maintenance programs need to be designed around a specific asset with different intervals
established for different types of vehicles and even similar vehicles used in different
applications.
Data? What data?
The most common mistakes fleets make, according to Michael Riemer, vice president products
and channel marketing at Decisiv, is not capturing usable data from inspections. “Regular
preventive maintenance inspections with the correct VMRS coding will provide great insight into
what problems are occurring across makes, models and years in service.”

He adds, “These inspections should be generating pending work based on specific failures, so
whenever and wherever that asset shows up for a [PM] service or repair event, the appropriate
pending work is also completed.”
Mel Kirk, vice president of maintenance operations for Ryder Systems, is a big proponent of data
mining. “If you mine the data from CSA inspections, it will tell you what you need to do in your
PM program.” The types of breakdowns you see on the road also can be used to develop what
Kirk calls “the perfect PM.”
The key to developing that “is using data that is available to figure out what systems or subsystems are failing, and then develop a game plan so you can address those issues through your
PM program,” Kirk says.
Souza adds, “I see a lot of companies that don’t measure their performance. They don’t know
what their current percentage of completed PMs is. They don’t know how many breakdowns per
1,000 they are experiencing. They don’t know how many times they have had to repair a
particular component.”
Bob Tyman, general manager of River States Truck and Trailer, a Freightliner dealer in
Wisconsin, sees fleets misinterpreting fault codes. “Every week we see fleets sending trucks for
service with fault codes that did not require the truck or driver to stop.” He advises better training
of drivers so they understand the difference between a fault code that needs to be dealt with
ASAP, one that needs to be looked at in the very near future and one that can wait until the truck
is in the shop for its normal maintenance.

In order to be effective, your maintenance program has to be more than an exercise mandated by
the law. A good preventive maintenance program assesses the current state of a vehicle.
What do drivers know?
For Wayne Souder, branch manager at the York Haven, Pa., branch of Penn Commercial Vehicle
Solutions, a member of the WheelTime network, leaving drivers out of the maintenance process
is a big mistake. “A lot of things should be detected by the driver during pre- and post-trip
inspections and brought to the maintenance department,” he says.
“The driver is the one guy who has his hands on that truck every day, and he is going to notice if
something is wrong, so it is important that he be brought into the maintenance process.” In
addition to engaging the drivers, Souder says it is important to inspect what you expect.”
“Techs don’t always have the same thing in mind as you do, and if you don’t look at their work
periodically, then you are never going to catch the obvious things that sometimes get
overlooked.”

Technology can be used to capture data during a PM service. The data can then be used to
further customize the inspection.
It’s just a tool
Meier thinks fleets make a mistake in viewing trucks as tools they need to get a job done rather
than as assets that earn them money.
He says if fleets view their trucks no differently than they view their desks, it can lead to
problems. “Not that people would trash their desks, but there are not a lot of things that would
get fixed on a desk. It is not important. It is not a show piece,” he says. “But if they view their
trucks as assets, they want people to be impressed with them so they will take care of them.”
When a fleet changes the way it looks at its vehicles, the result is often better maintained trucks,
he explains. “When a well-maintained truck pulls in, the customer is going to know that the fleet
cares about its equipment. A lot of fleets don’t calculate the value of this.”
Because it’s the law
“You’re not running an effective preventive maintenance program if all you do is look at it as an
exercise mandated by the law,” Kirk says. “You need to look at maintenance as an exercise that
is intended to assess the current state of the vehicle and resolve any outstanding issues.”
The perfect preventive maintenance inspection, according to Kirk, entails “listening to the
heartbeat of the vehicle. The vehicle will tell you what is wrong.” Then it is the technician’s job
to look beneath the surface to find the root cause of the problem and to find other areas of the
vehicle that might have been affected by the initial problem.
The goal of every maintenance organization, according to Kirk, should be to do the PM routinely
and then not see the truck until the next scheduled PM. “You have to execute a much more
robust maintenance program to make that happen.”
Merrill adds, “The whole goal of a scheduled maintenance program is to have no breakdowns. If
they do the inspections and can avoid any other breakdowns, the program pays for itself.”

It’s more than DPF
While there are many specific components that should be part of a good maintenance program,
such as brakes, filters and tires, none is more important than the diesel particulate filter.
“All of us are struggling with the types of failures we are seeing in the emission control system,”
says Mel Kirk, vice president of maintenance operations for Ryder Systems. “There needs to be a
lot more attention paid to the DPF and the doser valve.”
When Ryder took a deeper look at DPF problems, it discovered that issues that lead to DPF
replacement originated upstream.
“If you have an oil leak or other fluid leak that finds its way to the emissions control area, it is
going to clog things up.”
A proper preventive maintenance program will find problems early and allow the technician to
clean or repair rather than replace.
“Our objective is to do a clean vs. replace whenever possible because a full replacement of a
part, especially for components that are intended to last a lifetime, is an unnecessary expense.”

